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Overview
The Deliverer notes aim to support practitioners in delivering Create Development’s Summer School 
Programme by providing guidance on the daily activities. 

The 4 sections that make up the deliverers’ booklet are:

Section 1 – Pre Summer School 

Section 2 – The daily routine 

Section 3 – Daily activities

Section 4 – Supporting Activities

There are a number of resources that support the delivery of Summer School, including Presentation 

slides, Create Development flash cards, pupil and Student Mentor resources. It is the Deliverer’s 

responsibility to read through the programme, be clear about the activities and prepare to lead 

the Summer School.  



Section 1: Pre Summer School: Deliverer’s Checklist 
Please check you have the following in preparation for Summer School delivery. One week programmes will not require all of the items below. 

Items Please tick Description of use 

Create flash cards Days 1 and 2 afternoon project based learning activity. 

I-Movies iPad App Optional Required daily to produce and show highlights of activities at the end of the day. Please download and familiarise. 

Parent Celebration letter Day 2 & Day 7 an invitation letter needs to be given to pupils inviting adults/parents to attend celebration assembly. 

Pupil booklets Every day for SODA, and most afternoon learning activities 

Mentor booklets Every day for SODA, and post lunch time Mentor led activities 

Daily slides Every day as prompts for Deliverers and pupils 

TTT Cards Used as energizers and experiential learning 

RtB & L2C activities Daily for Deliverers who are not familiar with Create Development activities and progressions. 

Pupil certificates Day 10 afternoon learning activity (and Day 5 for those leaving Summer School after week 1) 

Mentor certificates Day 10 afternoon learning activity (and Day 5 for those leaving Summer School after week 1) 

Pupil Progress Assessment 

booklets 

Days 1 & 9 afternoon learning activity for deliverer and staff use (and Day 5 for those leaving Summer School after week 

1) 

Sports equipment 
Every day - Variety of balls, cones, hoops, floor spots/markers, bean bags, 20 random items in a bag (for baseline 

assessment activity on Days 1 and 9), 5 cones numbered 1-5 (for baseline assessment activity on Day 1 and Day 9). 

Random raw materials Day 2 for making a real life super hero model. Buy random items such as paper plates, cups from pound shop. 

Stationery Ask your school to provide stationery such as pencils/rubbers/scissors/colouring pencils – but bring your own! 



Day 1 top tips: 

1. All staff to arrive at least 90 mins before Summer School begins to prepare the venue, and brief mentors on the flow of the day and their role.

2. Host school staff to confirm procedures for fire alarm and first aid incidents and Safe Guarding.

3. Host school staff should agree where pupil details are kept and discuss any pupil with specific needs with Deliverers (when Create Deliverers are delivering).

4. Agree procedure for toilet breaks (only at specified times? Any time when learning is not interrupted?)

5. Agree First Aid procedure – who is the named first aider? What is the process? For pupils and adults.

6. Agree procedure for registering and de-registering pupils and dealing with absence. Host school staff are responsible for this but as a team you should agree an efficient

procedure particularly where there are large numbers.

7. Set up tables and chairs – 4-6 chairs round a table for each tutor group

8. Decide on procedure for grouping pupils (Random by allowing Mentors to welcome at door? Find a friend? Find your name?)

9. Play some up-beat music for Mentors and Pupils as they arrive.

Mentor Briefing – 8.30am 

 Deliver the 'Good morning' energiser so they remember the game and remind them of their role to give all pupils a special mention during the game.

 Use a review method to remind Mentors that they will review twice today. Use CSP and ask them how they are feeling and how the pupils may feel today – give

example questions they could ask or model always-sometimes-rarely, and ask them how they could use this to review learning today.

 Explain the daily routine including timings of day and activities to be covered.

 Key safety info – what happens if a pupil is injured/significant conversation?

 Toilet stops - explain the procedure (i.e. not at important moments or when key activities and learning are being explained!)

 Choose a table, read your Mentor booklet, look at energisers and review methods and decide which one they may try today.

 I-Movie - agree who will do this as this must be played at the end of each day.

 Daily blog – requirements and plan which Mentor will do this. Give them a template of key things to include and show how to create an I-Movie.

As pupils begin to arrive Mentors should: 

 Welcome pupils at the door and escort them to a tutor table

 Deliver the SODA activities: Mentors to ask pupils about their holiday/weekend (What they did. What they enjoyed)

 Agree expectations with your pupils about behaviour and create a poster or write them in their booklets.

 Hopes and hurdles (page 3 )

 Draw a self-portrait and 3 great things about you (page 2)

 Who is your hero/heroine? Why? (page 4)



Section 2: The Daily Routine 

Introduction Experiential activity Lunch Mentor-led activity Project based activity Review and close 

• SODA (Mentor led)

• Energiser

• Focus for the day (both

Deliverer led)

• Physical Activity with focus

on day’s specific ability led

by Deliverers.

• Mentors choose

activity from their

resource booklet

• Cross-curricular activity

with same learning focus

led by Deliverers.

• Small group review

led by Mentors and

pupils record

progress.

• I-Movie

Below are four key activities that all Summer School deliverers should integrate in their daily routine: 

1. SODA (Start Of the Day Activity)

On page 18-21 Draw or write what you remember from the previous day’s learning. Summer School staff could show a video or I-Movie from previous day’s activities to 

help pupils remember their learning. Student Mentors to introduce pupils to the learning focus for the day and discuss what this might look like/sound like/feel like if they 

are successful in achieving it. If they need to Mentors could do a short energiser with their tutor group. 

2. Special Mentions

All staff and Mentors should record the names of any pupil displaying positive learning behaviour on flip chart paper at every opportunity. Several pieces of blank flip-chart 

paper can be stuck to the wall around the main room to allow this to happen. The start of the day is a great time to highlight pupils who arrive with a smile and focus 

quickly on their SODA. The special mentions should remain on the wall all week as a record of pupils’ success. 

3. Learning focus

At the end of SODA or after the morning energiser Student Mentors to discuss learning focus for day. Example: Day 2 Coping with challenge 

a. Mentors should translate the statements into child friendly language. They have been trained to do this but may need reminding and this can be done during the

mentor briefing each morning. Some Mentors may prefer to act out or role play the stages of the journey to help children understand how they can be successful.

b. The Deliverers should also remind mentors and refer to the outcomes at the start, during and after all activities.

4. I-Movie, blogging, tweeting and photography

Each day a Student Mentor could be given responsibility for taking photos, videos and quotes of special moments from the day and creating an I-movie on an iPad. At the 

end of each day a summary of the day should be written for a daily blog. If possible, and under the guidance of the Lead Teacher from the host school, a Twitter 

account/tweets and/or produce a weekly video of Summer School with interviews etc. 



Section 3: Daily Programme: The Learning Journeys 

A 10 day programme involves 2 days on each journey with a baseline assessment on Day 1 and a progress check on Day 9 

Stage 

Personal Skills  Creative Skills Social Skills Cognitive Skills Confidence 

Coping with Challenge Solving Problems Learning with others Self-Reflection 
Ready to start 

Key Stage 3 

5 

I actively seek challenges and 

new responsibilities to help 

me develop. 

With support, I can put together 

a plan to solve a problem or 

answer a question. 

I am confident working in a 

team, actively listen to 

others and am helpful. 

I review my targets and 

recognise when I have made 

progress and achieved my goals 

I can apply what I’ve 

learned at Summer School 

into my learning 

4 

I see failure as part of 

successful learning. 

I have developed some simple 

strategies that I use to help me 

solve problems or answer 

questions. 

I can share ideas with my 

partner and contribute to 

team/group decisions. 

I am beginning to know how to 

improve my performance/work. 

I can explain what it takes 

to be a great learner. 

3 

I enjoy stretching myself and 

see new challenges as 

opportunities to learn and 

develop. 

I am able to decide, with 

guidance, some options and 

strategies to use to tackle a 

challenge and give reasons for 

my choice. 

I can work as part of a team 

and complete my part of the 

task. 

I can recognise what I already 

know and I am beginning to use 

the targets set by my teacher to 

improve my learning skills. 

I’m looking forward to 

stretching myself. 

2 

I stay on task and try several 

times if at first I don’t succeed. 

I am able to understand simple 

challenges/ problems to be 

solved and questions to be 

answered 

I can work sensibly with 

others, taking turns and 

sharing. 

I can say something that I would 

like to do better. 

I’ve made new friends who 

can help me learn. 

1 

I am willing to have a go at 

new tasks with support. 

With support, I can find different 

answers to the same question or 

challenge. 

I can work in a pair/group 

with support and clear 

direction 

I can say something that I have 

done well. 

I can find my way around. 



Day Focus SODA Energiser Experiential Learning Lunch Energiser Project Based Learning Review 

1 Introduction 
Good 

Morning 
Extreme Rock, Paper, Scissors 

Ready to Succeed (1) Extreme Learning Challenge 
Baseline assessment of abilities through a 4 
activity circuit. 

Timeshares 

2 
Coping with 

challenge 
Quick 

Thinkers 
River Crossing 

Ready to Succeed (2) 
The Real Life Super Hero Assembly Challenge 

Reverse 
Timeshare 

3 
Coping with 

challenge 
FUNS Cards All Change 

Ready to Succeed (3) 
The Real Life Super Hero Assembly Challenge 

Gift cards 

4 Solving problems TTT Cards Orienteering 
Ready to Succeed (4) 
The Real Life Super Hero Assembly Challenge 

Roles on a Bus 

5 Solving problems 
Dice Frenzy / 
FUNS Cards 

Team Juggling 
Ready to Succeed (5) 
Assembly final preparation 

Celebration 
Assembly 

Day Focus SODA Energiser Experiential Learning Lunch Energiser Project Based Learning Review 

6 
Learning with 

Others 
Good 

Morning 
On the Mat 

Ready to Start (1) 
Learn to improve circuit & practice of skills 
through FUNS cards OR Choice of cross 
curricular activity/project 

Timeshares 

7 
Learning with 

others 
Quick 

Thinkers 
Learn to improve (Part 2) Ready to Start (2) 

Choice cross curricular activity/project Reverse Timeshare 

8 Self-reflection 
FUNS 

Challenges 
Elite Athlete Visit Or Like Clockwork 

Ready to Start (3) 
My school has got talent! Assembly Gift cards 

9 Self-reflection TTT Cards 
Extreme Learning Challenge  
(Repeat Day 1 PM activities) 

Ready to Start (4) 
My school has got talent! Assembly 

Roles on a Bus 

10 
Confidence to 

start KS3 
Dice Frenzy / 
FUNS Cards 

Team Juggling 

Ready to Start (5) 
My school has got talent! Assembly Final 
preparations 

Celebration 
Assembly 



*Some schools have agreed an athlete mentor visit to their Summer School. Not all Summer Schools have an Elite Athlete Visit . This simply replaces the morning physical activity.

**Where an athlete mentor is a Create Development Deliverer there will be not be a visit from another athlete mentor.

1 Week Programme: 

Day Focus SODA Energiser Experiential Learning Lunch Energiser Project Based Learning Review 

1 
Coping with 

challenge 

Good 

Morning 
Extreme Rock, Paper, Scissors 

Ready to Succeed (1) Extreme Learning Challenge 

Baseline assessment of abilities through a 4 activity 

circuit. 

Timeshares 

2 
Solving 

problems 

Quick 

Thinkers 
River Crossing 

Ready to Succeed (2) 

The Real Life Super Hero Assembly Challenge 

Reverse 

Timeshare 

3 
Learning with 

others 
123 All Change 

Ready to Succeed (3) 

The Real Life Super Hero Assembly Challenge 
Gift Cards 

4 Self-reflection 
FUNS 

Cards 
Orienteering 

Ready to Succeed (4) 

The Real Life Super Hero Assembly Challenge 
Roles on a Bus 

5 
Confidence to 

start KS3 

Dice 

Frenzy 
Extreme Learning Challenge 
(Repeat Day 1 PM activities) 

Ready to Succeed (5) 

Assembly final preparation 

Celebration 

Assembly 



Day 1: Introduction to Coping with Challenge

“The aim for of Day 1 is to ensure that pupils come back for Day 2!”
Therefore Day 1 should be: 

➢ Fun, active, challenging, delivered with pace and relentless praise for ANY positive behaviour!

➢ Every pupil should have a Special Mention by the end of the SODA activity and at least 3 times by the end of the day.

➢ The focus of the day should be an introduction to 'Coping with Challenge' with Deliverers constantly referring to the language and using the slides and outcomes

with relentless use of special mentions to help create a positive learning environment.

Flow of the day

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Mentor 

review 

Lunch Student mentor 

activity 

Project based learning Review and close 

Mentor welcome, 

introductions and 

house keeping 

Good 

Morning 

Rock, Paper, Scissors Mentor 
choice or 

Time 
shares 

Lunch Mentor choice or 

FUNS Challenges 

Ready to Succeed (1) 

Extreme learning challenge 

(Baseline Assessment Circuit) 

Time-shares 

I-Movie

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

Large indoor 

or outdoor 

space 

Cones 

Music player 

Outcome slides 

Cones, hoops, bean bags, 15 

random items in a carrier bag, 

mentor booklet 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad



Day 1 Details of key activities (Times are a guide only!) 

Day 1 AM: 10.00-10.25 SODA  

To be facilitated by the student Mentors with pupils. Pupils to work through activities at their own pace. They do not all have to be completed on Day 1! 

1. Mentors to welcome pupils on arrival and take them to a tutor group table. Learn names and ask them about themselves/their holiday so far.

2. Mentors to set/agree expectations with pupils for their table (behaviour). Pupils to record these on the inside cover of their booklets.

3. Complete page 2 (self-portrait and three great things about me) and page 3 (Hopes and Hurdles).
4. Complete page 4 (Heroes and Heroines) by pupils talking with Mentors and writing about someone they admire and why they admire them. 

Mentors should ensure every pupil has a special mention by the end of SODA! 

Welcome & introduction: 10.25 

In order to inspire the pupils from the beginning of the programme the lead Deliverer should set a positive tone for the week and communicate a few key messages to 

ensure the day begins positively. This could include some of the following messages: 

• Welcome, introductions to key staff, the Mentors and housekeeping (fire alarm, toilet breaks etc.)

• To enjoy Year 7 and be successful at our school you need four skills: to be able to work well with others, cope with challenges, solve problems and self-reflect.

• On your tables, discuss what the terms mean and when you may need to ‘work well with others’ solve problems etc.

• At Summer School we are going to help you improve these abilities through exciting activities and make new friends so you will love coming to school every day!

• Let’s get started!  (Give outcomes for Good morning; tell them how they can be successful!)

Energiser: Good morning activity: 10.30 

• Outcomes for coping with challenge and success criteria/what it will look like to be shared with pupils (outcomes are on slides).

• See energiser notes for how to deliver game.

• Regularly pause and celebrate pupils who are having a go, working with new people/taking on challenges etc.

• Ensure Mentors are writing up special mentions during the activity or as soon as pupils return to their seats/tutor tables.

Mentor Review (of Good Morning): 10.50 

Always-sometimes-rarely or similar. Did you always……join in/have a go? Take on extra challenges? 

Extension: Booklet activities: 

Complete any of the SODA booklet activities that are not yet complete. 

Break: 11.00 



Pupils allowed a brief 10min break, if required. 

Experiential Activity: Rock, paper, scissors: 11.15-12.00 

• Share outcomes (same as for Good morning) to reinforce that to be successful at Summer School and at school all you need to do is ‘have a go’ and ‘keeping trying’.

• Refer to Learn to Compete card for how to deliver activity.

• Deliver the activity gradually with regular opportunities for Mentors to share and celebrate those achieving the outcomes agreed.

Mentor Review – 12.00-12.15 

Mentors to choose an appropriate review method to use with their group to review the learning related to the outcomes. This could be ‘Time-shares’ with questions such 

as: What did you enjoy this morning and why? What did you do well and how do you know? How could you improve this afternoon and what difference will this make? 

 Lunch 12.15-1.00 

During this time the Deliverers could take the opportunity to demonstrate the Extreme Learning Power Challenge activities and explain the rules so the pupils are prepared 

for the afternoon session. This is also an opportunity to remind Mentors of how to assess pupils in their resource booklet. 

Mentor led energiser -1.00-1.15 

1. Mentors to choose an energiser from their resource booklet (or FUNS Challenges) and lead it with their tutor group. A review method can be used as an extension.



Project Based Learning: Ready to Succeed (1) 

The Extreme Learning Power Challenge! (Baseline Assessment circuit) 1.15-2.30 

Throughout the day, Mentors and Deliverers should be observing and assessing pupil learning behaviour but the Extreme Learning Challenge doubles as a baseline 

assessment circuit and an opportunity to formally observe pupils. 

How to introduce it 

It is a chance for you to demonstrate your learning powers working as one big team but in your tutor groups to achieve a Summer School target score. 

4 stations (x2 if more than 4 tutor groups) – To bank or not to bank, Dice Frenzy (from Learn to Compete) and Kim’s test (A memory test involving 20 items), 1-5 cone stack. 

Deliverers could do activities they are comfortable with, if preferred. 

Organise a circuit of the above challenges/activities: (see Day 1 slides for instructions on games) 

You may need two of every station and may need the hall or space separated into two parts to allow two parallel circuits to go ahead at once if you have more than 4 Tutor 

groups of 5/6 pupils. 

• Groups allowed 2mins reading time or time to discuss the activity with group leader before having 5mins to work at the challenge and score points. At the end of

5mins a 10secs countdown begins and all groups must rush to a central time-out zone for 2mins recovery. Any late arrivers lose a point for the whole class. In the

2mins time-out zone tactics and sharing tips should be encouraged.

• After 2mins all teams have a 10sec countdown to be at their next station or a penalty will be incurred.

• Try to achieve as many points as possible as a whole class/Summer School.

• At the end of the Summer School this challenge will be undertaken again to determine progress. The rest of Summer School will be spent developing the skills and

abilities to help them improve.

Get them excited! This is a great challenge when delivered with enthusiasm! 



Mentor Review – 2.30-2.45 

Mentors to choose an appropriate review method to use with their group to review the learning related to the outcomes. This could be ‘Time-shares’ with questions such 

as: What did you enjoy today and why? What did you do well and how do you know? How could you improve tomorrow and what difference will this make? 

I-Movie to finish on a high.

Invite parents in to watch the movie, if appropriate. 

Pupils depart 3.00pm 

Mentor de-briefing 3.00-3.45pm 

Deliverers and Student Mentors to complete baseline assessments of year 7 pupils along with host school teachers based on observations throughout the day. 

Finish de-brief with WWW and EBI or any suitable review of how the day went with all agreeing on action to improve support for pupils the next day. 



Day 2: Coping with challenge (Personal)

Coping with Challenge 

All I am willing to have a go at new tasks with support. 

Many 
I stay on task and try several times if at first I don’t 

succeed. 

Some 
I enjoy stretching myself and see new challenges as 

opportunities to learn and develop. 

Few I see failure as part of successful learning. 

Flow of the day

SODA Energiser Experiential 

activity 

Mentor 

review 

Lunch Student Mentor activity Project Based Learning Review and close 

Recap learning from 

yesterday and help 

pupils understand 

the outcomes for the 

day and agree 

personal targets with 

mentors. 

Quick 

Thinkers 

River crossing 

(See Raising the 

Bar card) 

Mentor 

choice 

Mentor choice Ready to Succeed (2) 

Draw, and then create from raw 

materials, a model of someone 

with learning powers that will 

enable them to be Ready to 

Succeed at school and in life. 

Reverse Time Share 

or Mentor choice 

I-Movie

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

Hoops, floor 

markers 

blindfolds 

Random raw materials from the 
pound shop, pupil booklets and 
pens 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad



Day 2 AM: SODA (Start of the Day Activity) 

To be facilitated by the Student Mentors with pupils: 

1. Mentors to discuss with pupils what they enjoyed and remember about their learning the previous day.

2. Talk about it, draw it, and write about it on page 19 of the pupil booklet.

3. Mentors may choose to take pupils for a short energiser if they feel it is required to focus pupils.

4. Student Mentors to introduce pupils to the learning focus for today and discuss/role play what this might look like if they are successful.

5. Pupils should finish the activity with one clear, personalised goal/target and be able to articulate how they will achieve their target, e.g. coping with challenge - stage

1 - "I will join in every activity today".

Experiential Activity: River Crossing 

See Raising the Bar resource card for details of how to play the game. 



Day 2 PM: Project based learning (Ready to Succeed 2) 

Real life super heroes/heroines 

• As starters, ask all pupils to talk about who they admire, i.e. their hero or heroine, and complete the activity on page 16.

• Provide each tutor group with Create Development abilities/flash cards.

• Show pupils a video of some fictional super heroes (film like avengers assemble).

• Show pupils some real life super heroes  on video or in photos - deliverer choice - a gymnast in action (showing perseverance over many years to achieve a balance

on a beam), a charity worker helping the homeless, a fireman - a sportsman - a child at school - a teacher -  whatever!!!

• Through group discussion pupils decide which learning super powers (i.e. the cards) the heroes/heroines display in the examples.

• Card sorting activity - What learning powers does the ultimate real life super hero need? This is someone who can cope with any life challenge.

• Choose your top 6 and record on page 17 in your booklet with the most important at the top of your pyramid.

• On your own, draw/design your real life super hero/heroine on page 18. Think how you would  emphasise these powers in your drawing,  e.g. big ears for great

communication/listening etc.

• Decide as a group on the key abilities.

• Build a learning champion from raw materials provided (from the pound shop) .

• Show through the drawing and model the super powers, e.g. big ears for great communication/listening - a big brain or head for knowledge etc.

• 1 star - draw it/2 star - make it 3D/3 star with moveable parts, paper plates and straws.



Day 3: Coping with challenge (Personal)

Coping with Challenge 

All 
I stay on task and try several times if at first I don’t 

succeed. 

Many 
I enjoy stretching myself and see new challenges as 

opportunities to learn and develop. 

Some I see failure as part of successful learning. 

Few 
I actively seek challenges and new responsibilities 

to help me develop. 

Flow of the day

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Lunch Student mentor 

activity 

Project Based Learning Review and close 

Recap learning from 
yesterday and help 
pupils understand the 
outcomes for the day 
and agree personal 
targets with Mentors. 

FUNS 

Challenges 

All change 

See Raising the Bar card 

for details. 

Mentor choice Ready to  Succeed (2) 

Complete the real life super hero 

design and build (30mins max). 

Begin the Ready to Succeed 

assembly challenge.  

Gift Cards 

Or Mentor choice 

I-Movie

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

Relevant 
equipment, 
e.g. cones,
balls

Cones 

Balls (various) 

Random raw materials from the 
pound shop, pupil booklets and 
pens 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad



Day 3 AM: SODA (start of the day activity) 

To follow the same pattern as day 2 

Mentors may choose to take pupils for a short energiser if they finish the soda activity or they feel pupils need to be energised. 

Experiential Activity: All change 

See Raising the Bar resource for details of how to play. 

Day 3 PM: Project based learning (Ready to Succeed 3) 

Real life super heroes/heroines 

1. Complete your real life super hero from yesterday (max 30mins).

2. Begin celebration assembly preparation:

Real life super heroes/heroines and their learning super powers!

• In your groups create a presentation to show adults and family members at the celebration assembly on Friday.

• 1 star   Show and describe your real life super hero model and how they use their learning super powers to help themselves and others in life.

• 2 star  + create a story (and story board/cartoon strip) about your real life super hero and how they use their learning super powers every day.

• 3 star  +individually describe your own learning super powers and how you will use them to be successful in Year 7.

• 4 star  + create a drama performance, song/poem or role play to demonstrate your learning super powers and how you will use them in Year 7.

• 5 stars  + the X factor (something we haven’t thought of!)

Access to drawing and writing materials will be required and also computers/presentations and memory sticks to be able to save and transfer presentations to the main 

hall/base lap top computer for the Friday presentation. 



Day 4: Solving Problems (Creative)

Solving Problems 

All 
With support I can find different answers to the same 

question or challenge. 

Many 

I am able to understand simple challenges/ problems 

to be solved and questions to be answered. 

Some 

I am able to decide, with guidance, some options and 

strategies to use to tackle a challenge and give reasons 

for my choice. 

Few 
I have developed some simple strategies that I use to 

help me solve problems/answer questions. 

Flow of the day

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Lunch Student mentor 

activity 

Project Based Learning Review and close 

Recap learning from 
yesterday and help 
pupils understand the 
outcomes for the day 
and agree personal 
targets with Mentors 

TTT Cards Orienteering round 

school. 

Mentors position 

Quiz 

Mentor choice Ready to Succeed (4) 

Presentation/assembly task in 

tutor groups. 

Roles on a Bus (inc. cards) 

I-Movie

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

Maps of school 

Paper pens and 

clipboards 

Slides for quiz questions 

Booklets/Pens 

Slides of learning champions 

challenge. 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad



 

 

 

 

 

Day 4 AM: SODA (Start of the Day Activity)  

To be facilitated by the student Mentors with pupils: This should follow the established routine from previous days. 

For the energiser Mentors should use the TTT cards.  

Experiential Activity: Orienteering (requires a map of the school) 

Prepare student Mentors during morning briefing or the previous day.  

1. Decide on 6-10 key areas of the school and position Student Mentors, e.g.  in the maths department, lunch hall in clear view for pupils 

2. In their groups, pupils then search for the number of Student Mentors stated.  

3. On finding a Mentor they will be asked 3 questions about the area/building they are in (Mentors make up questions).  

4. Mentors should then give the group a challenge such as: whole team connected balance for 10secs, team juggle with 2/3/4 balls, FUNS cards.  

5. On returning to base, staff COULD run a quiz to determine learning from the activity. There could be a time limit in which pupils have to return to the base  with 

extra points for being on time and deductions for arriving after the time limit (to encourage punctuality and independence). 

Day 4 PM: Project based learning (Ready to Succeed 4) - CONTINUATION OF THE PROJECT STARTED ON WEDNESDAY 

Real life super heroes/heroines and their learning super powers! 

• In your groups, create a presentation to show adults and family members at the celebration assembly on Friday.  

• 1 star   Show and describe your real life super hero model and how they use their learning super powers to help themselves and others in life. 

• 2 star  + create a story (and story board/cartoon strip) about your real life super hero and how they use their learning super powers every day. 

• 3 star  + individually describe your own learning super powers and how you will use them to be successful in Year 7.  

• 4 star  + create a drama performance, song/poem or role play to demonstrate your learning super powers and how you will use them in Year 7. 

• 5 stars  + the X factor (something we haven’t thought of!) 

 
 

  



 

 

Day 5: Solving Problems (Creative) 

Solving Problems 

All 
I am able to understand simple challenges/ problems to be 

solved and questions to be answered. 

Many 

I am able to decide, with guidance, some options and 

strategies to use to tackle a challenge and give reasons for 

my choice. 

Some 
I have developed some simple strategies that I use to help 

me solve problems or answer questions. 

Few 
With support I can put together a plan to solve a problem or 

answer a question. 

 
Flow of the day 

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Lunch Student Mentor 

activity 

Project Based Learning Review and close 

Evaluations in back of 
pupil and mentor 
books to be 
completed by any 
pupils not returning 
the following week.  

FUNS Cards  

(or TTT Cards) 

Team Juggling  

(Compete to Learn 

activity) 

 Mentor Choice Ready to Succeed (5) 

 

Final preparation for Parent 

assembly 

Parent assembly   

(Ready to Succeed assembly) 

 

I-Movie  

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

 Selection of 

balls/equipment for 

sending & receiving 

  Booklets/Pens 

Parent assembly welcome 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad 



Day 5 AM: SODA (Start of the Day Activity) 

To be facilitated by the Student Mentors with pupils: This should follow the established routine from previous days. 

For the Energiser Mentors should use FUNS Challenges or the TTT cards. 

Experiential Activity: Team Juggling 

How to organise the game: 

1. See game card on how to play the game.

2. Delivered by Student Mentors with their own tutor group with aim to work together to continually overcome the challenges as they progress.

3. At the end, each team ‘bids’ as to the most difficult challenge they think they can complete continuously for 30 seconds.

Key points: 

You are allowed to tweak the rules/equipment to suit you or make it more fun! 

Day 5 PM: Project based learning (Ready to Succeed 5) 

Real life super heroes/heroines and their learning super powers 

• In your groups, create a presentation to show adults and family members at the celebration assembly on Friday afternoon.

• 1 star   Show and describe your real life super hero model.

• 2 star  + create a story (and story board/cartoon strip) about your real life super hero and how they use their learning super powers every day.

• 3 star  + describe your own learning super powers and how you will use them to be successful in Year 7.

• 4 star  + create a drama performance, song, poem or role play to demonstrate your own learning super powers.

• 5 star  + the X factor (something we haven’t thought of!)

Access to drawing and writing materials will be required and also computers/presentations and memory sticks to be able to save and transfer presentations to the main 

hall/base lap top computer for the Friday presentation. 



Parent Assembly Welcome (Key messages) – Student Mentors could deliver this part. 

Welcome to Summer School 2017. We would like to share with you the amazing learning journey all the pupils have been on over the past week. 

Pupils have been working on the skills that will help them be happy, successful learners who can’t wait to come to school every day. These are….. 

At our school you don’t have to be a great mathematician or fantastic writer to be a great learner. We value effort, determination to overcome challenges etc. We call these 

skills learning powers. 

This week the pupils have been practising and developing these learning powers through physical activities and project based challenges. They will now show you the 

amazing journey they have been on and the progress they have made.  Please welcome our REAL LIFE Super heroes to tell you about the learning powers they will need in 

Year 7 to be successful. 



Day 6: Learning with others (Social)

Learning with others 

All 
I can work in a pair/group with support and clear 

direction. 

Many 
I can work sensibly with others, taking turns and 

sharing. 

Some 
I can work as part of a team and complete my part 

of the task. 

Few 
I can share ideas with my partner and contribute to 

team/group decisions. 

Flow of the day

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Lunch Student Mentor 

activity 

Project Based Learning Review and close 

Recap of last week. 

Pair and share with 

new students what 

they did. 

Good 

morning! (with 

extra 

challenges) 

On the mat / FUNS 

station 8 (whole part 

whole) 

Mentor choice Ready to Start (1) 

Learn to improve circuit in tutor 

groups / teams 

Introduce the Ready to start 

challenge at end of day. 

Time shares or mentor choice 

I-Movie

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

Balls, bean bags, hoops, 

spots. FUNS station 8, 

Booklets -page 22 

Booklets -page 22 

Cones 

Timing stuff (phones) 

FUNS cards, various equipment 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad



Day 6 AM: SODA (Start of the Day Activity) 

1. Returning pupils to draw or write what they remember from last week on page 20 and then share with new pupils.

2. New pupils to complete page 9 (self-portrait) and begin hopes and fears and expectations for behaviour with Mentors and in their tutor group.

3. Welcome and introduction from staff.

4. Good morning game to welcome new pupils and add a challenge, such as more risky moves, for returning pupils.

5. Group recaps on expectations and hopes and fears to share with new pupils (new pupils complete page 8 and inside cover).

6. Pupils to discuss with their Mentors and the lead deliverer what the outcomes for the day are and how they can be successful – Target setting – “I will”.

AM: On the mat (allow 75mins) 

1. See game card on how to play the game.

2. In small teams, play the game and establish a baseline score.

3. Allow the groups to practice physical skills of FUNS Station 8 (using page 22 of booklet to record progress) and their learning powers to share ideas / offer new ideas.

4. Repeat On the Mat and review any performance changes.

PM: Learn to Compete circuit Or Design and build project of choice 

1. Opportunity to practise the complete challenges in team and then work skills to improve team performance.

2. Using challenges listed, teams have 1 minute to read and then 2 minutes to complete the challenge. They must record their personal best score, completing all

challenges. Mentors to rotate with their team.

a. Tunnels, Exchange Objects, Getting Around Us, Rollerball

3. Teams to read cards and work independently, where possible, from the Mentor.

4. Once the circuit is complete, teams then use FUNS cards and social ability to improve performance.

5. Mentors to use questions from question bank in mentor booklet to support learning.

6. If Deliverer chooses to do a 'Design and build challenge' a nice idea would be for pupils to budget, design (draw) and build a stadium for the '2020 Olympics using

raw materials like in week 1. Raw items should be given a value and pupils have a budget to purchase items and then build their stadium within a time limit.



PM: Project based learning (Ready to start (1) Introduction) 

My school has got talent! (Done in a similar way to Britain’s Got Talent.) 

In your tutor groups, individually think, discuss with your Mentor what talent(s) you have: Could be: I’m an amazing footballer, or I sing in a choir/band, or I can play 

piano/an instrument or I am a great friend/older or younger brother or sister. In your groups, create a presentation to show adults and family members at the celebration 

assembly on Friday that shows that your school has talent. We want you to tell us about your own personal talents that make you unique and the learning powers that have 

helped you develop this talent. 

• 1 star    Describe your talent, how you apply it and what learning powers it requires to the audience.

• 2 star  + show or demonstrate your talent to an audience.

• 3 star  + describe how you will use your talent and the learning powers it requires to be successful in Year 7

• 4 star  +respond positively to some sensitive feedback from a judging panel about your performance and say how you will use the feedback to improve next time.

• 5 star  + show your individual performance as part of one big group performance with your tutor group and receive feedback and respond positively as a group.

(Everyone must play a part in the performance and speak.)

Today, this is simply an introduction to the challenge to get pupils discussing ideas as a group before the end of the day after FUNS activities. Tomorrow pupils will  begin 

planning and preparing for it. 



Day 7: Learning with others (Social)

Learning with others 

All 
I can work sensibly with others, taking turns and 

sharing. 

Many 
I can work as part of a team and complete my part 

of the task. 

Some 
I can share ideas with my partner and contribute to 

team/group decisions. 

Few 
I am confident working in a team, actively listen to 

others and am helpful and cooperative. 

Flow of the day

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Mentor 

review 

Lunch Student Mentor 

activity 

Project Based Learning Review and close 

Recap learning from 
yesterday and target 
setting for day. 

Quick 

thinkers 

FUNS cards 

Practice opportunity to 

improve skills. 

Learn to improve circuit 

2 - a chance to improve! 

Mentor 
choice 

Lunch Mentor choice Ready to Start (2) 

My School has got talent 

preparation. 

OR 

A design and build challenge e.g. 

budget, purchase materials and 

build a stadium for the 2020 

Olympic Games. 

Reverse Time-

shares or mentor 

choice 

I-Movie

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

LtC cards, balls, bean 

bags, hoops, spots. 

Craft resources (plates, straws, 

blue tac etc) 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad



Day 7 AM: SODA (start of the day activity) 

To be facilitated by the student Mentors with pupils: This should follow the established routine from week 1. 

AM: Experiential learning: FUNS cards stations and Learn to Compete circuit re-run 

Opportunity to practise FUNS Skills for 30-45mins before completing the Learn to Compete circuit once again and trying to beat their team Personal Best score. 

See Day 6 slides and programme for details of how to organise. 



PM: Project based learning  

Pupils receive time to plan and prepare their assembly challenge. 

My school has got talent! (done in a similar way to Britain’s Got Talent) 

• In your tutor groups, individually think, discuss with your mentor what talent(s) you have: Could be: I’m an amazing footballer, or I sing in a choir/band, or I can play

piano/an instrument or I am a great friend. In your groups,  create a presentation to show adults and family members at the celebration assembly on Friday that

shows that your school has talent. We want you to tell us about your own personal talents that make you unique and the learning powers that have helped you

develop this talent.

• 1 star    Describe your talent, how you apply it and what learning powers it requires to the audience.

• 2 star  +show or demonstrate your talent to an audience.

• 3 star  +describe how you will use your talent and the learning powers it requires to be successful in Year 7.

• 4 star  + respond positively to some sensitive feedback from a judging panel about your performance and say how you will use the feedback to improve next time.

• 5 star  + perform your individual performance as part of one big group performance with your tutor group and receive feedback as a group and respond positively.

Access to drawing and writing materials will be required and also computers/presentations and memory sticks to be able to save and transfer presentations to the main 

hall/base lap top computer for the Friday presentation. 

Provide progressive steps for pupils to work through with support from their mentors. Example: 

1. Decide on a talent you have or would like

2. Look at the learning powers cards and decide which one your talent requires

3. Write down how you use your talent and when

4. Think how you could use this talent or the learning powered it requires in Year 7

5. Plan how you will demonstrate or perform your talent to an audience

6. Practice your demonstration

7. Deliver your performance to your tutor group

8. Receive sensitive feedback from your tutor group

9. Improve your performance.

10. Delivered it to a live audience of parents and carers at Summer School on stage



 

 

Day 8: Self-reflection (Cognitive) 

Self-Reflection 

All I can say something that I have done well. 

Many 
I can say something that I would like to do better. 

Some 

I can recognise what I already know and I am 

beginning to use the targets set by my teacher to 

improve my learning skills. 

Few 
I am beginning to know how to improve my 

performance/work. 

 

Flow of the day 

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Mentor 

review  

Lunch Student Mentor 

activity 

Project Based Learning Review and close 

Recap learning from 
yesterday and target 
setting for day. 

FUNS 

Challenges 

Athlete visit  

(Exact date to be 

confirmed) or Like 

Clockwork. 

Mentor 
choice 

Lunch Mentor choice Ready to Start (3) 

My School has got Talent 

preparation. 

Mentor choice 

 

 

I-Movie 

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

Cones, balls 
(various) 

Cones 

Music player 

Outcome slides 

   Art materials 

Computer rooms/I pads 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad 

 

 



 

 

 

Day 8 AM: SODA (start of the day activity)  

To be facilitated by the student Mentors with pupils: This should follow the established routine from previous days.  

AM: Experiential Learning  

To be facilitated by the athlete Mentor. 

OR Like Clockwork Activity (see Raising the Bar card). 

 

PM: Project based learning  

Pupils to be given time to work on their performances for My school has got talent challenge.  

Deliverers need to think about the following: 

Do a dress rehearsal for the assembly.   

Pupils should practise where they will sit before presenting, how they will enter and exit the stage and their performances.  

Deliverers may need to provide music or presentation equipment for the pupils.  

In the assembly, there should be a judging panel (mentors) who are able to give mainly positive comments and a score on no less than 8/10 for every pupil and also provide 

one piece of improvement feedback. Pupils are aiming to respond positively to the feedback stating what they will do next time to be even better.  

Add your own twist to the assembly challenge and make it your own as a Deliverer. 

 

 

 



Day 9: Self-reflection (Cognitive)

Self-Reflection 

All 
I can say something that I would like to do better. 

Many 

I can recognise what I already know and I am 

beginning to use the targets set by my teacher to 

improve my learning skills. 

Some 
I am beginning to know how to improve my 

performance/work. 

Few 
I review my targets and recognise when I have 

made progress and achieved my goals. 

Flow of the day

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Mentor 

review 

Lunch Student Mentor 

activity 

Project Based Learning Review and close 

Recap learning from 
yesterday and target 
setting for day. 

TTT cards Extreme learning 

challenge (Re-

assessment following 

the same format as Day 

1) 

Mentor 
choice 

Lunch Mentor choice Ready 2 Start (4) 

My school has got Talent 

assembly preparation 

Roles on a Bus 

I-Movie

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

Large indoor 

or outdoor 

space 

See Day 1 list 

Outcome slides 

Art materials 

Computer rooms/I pads 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad



Day 9 AM: SODA (Start of the Day Activity) 

To be facilitated by the student Mentors with pupils: This should follow the established routine from week 1. 

AM Experiential learning: Extreme Learning Challenge take 2! Baseline Assessment Circuit 

Opportunity for pupils to attempt to better their scores on the baseline assessment circuit from day 1. 

See Day 1 slides and Deliverer notes for details of how to organise. 

PM: Project based learning  

Pupils receive time to plan and prepare their assembly challenge. 

My school has got talent! (done in a similar way to Britain’s Got Talent) 

• In your tutor groups, individually think, discuss with your mentor what talent(s) you have: Could be: I’m an amazing footballer, or I sing in a choir/band, or I can play

piano/an instrument or I am a great friend. In your groups,  create a presentation to show adults and family members at the celebration assembly on Friday that

shows that your school has talent. We want you to tell us about your own personal talents that make you unique and the learning powers that have helped you

develop this talent.

• 1 star    Describe your talent, how you apply it and what learning powers it requires to the audience.

• 2 star  +show or demonstrate your talent to an audience.

• 3 star  +describe how you will use your talent and the learning powers it requires to be successful in Year 7.

• 4 star  + respond positively to some sensitive feedback from a judging panel about your performance and say how you will use the feedback to improve next time.

• 5 star  + perform your individual performance as part of one big group performance with your tutor group and receive feedback as a group and respond positively.

Provide progressive steps for pupils to work through with support from their mentors. Example: 

1. Decide on a talent you have or would like

2. Look at the learning powers cards and decide which one your talent requires

3. Write down how you use your talent and when

4. Think how you could use this talent or the learning powered it requires in Year 7

5. Plan how you will demonstrate or perform your talent to an audience

6. Practice your demonstration

7. Deliver your performance to your tutor group

8. Receive sensitive feedback from your tutor group

9. Improve your performance.

10. Delivered it to a live audience of parents and carers at Summer School on stage



Day 10: Review and celebration of progress

Pupil choice/Confidence to move into KS3 

All 

Choose a personal, social, cognitive or creative 

target to improve today and say what you will do to 

achieve it. 

Many 
Collect an example of how you have improved 
today and record your evidence in your booklet in 
the prove it box. 

Some 
State your target before every activity and say how 

you will achieve it. 

Few 

Collect 3 or more examples of how you have 
improved today including statements from other 
students and record this in your booklet in your 
prove it box. 

Flow of the day

SODA Energiser Experiential activity Mentor 

review 

Lunch Student mentor 

activity 

Project Based Learning Review and close 

Evaluations in back 
of pupil booklets 
+ self-assess their
confidence to move
into KS3

FUNS 

Challenges or 

TTT cards 

Team Juggling Mentor 
choice 

Lunch Evaluations in back 

of booklets. 

Ready 2 Start (5) 

Assembly final preparation 

Celebration 

assembly 

I-Movie

Slides 

Booklets / pens 

Large indoor 

or outdoor 

space 

Cones 

Music player 

Outcome slides 

Pupil Booklets Art materials 

Computer rooms/I pads 

Booklets 

Pens 

I-Movie/iPad



Day 10 AM: SODA (Start of the Day Activity) 

To be facilitated by the student Mentors with pupils: 

1. Summer School Evaluations: Pupils to complete their evaluations  in the back of their booklets.

AM: Experiential Learning activity 

Team Juggling 

How to organise the game: 

1. See game card on how to play the game.

2. Delivered by Student Mentors with their own tutor group with aim to work together to continually overcome the challenges as they progress.

3. At the end, each team ‘bids’ as to the most difficult challenge they think they can complete continuously for 30 seconds.

Key points: 

You are allowed to tweak the rules/equipment to suit you or make it more fun! 

Day 10 PM: 

Complete presentation for celebration assembly. 

Do a dress rehearsal for the assembly.  Pupils should practise where they will sit before presenting, how they will enter and exit the stage and their performances. Deliverers 

may need to provide music or presentation equipment for the pupils. 

In the assembly, there should be a judging panel (mentors) who are able to give mainly positive comments and a score on no less than 8/10 for every pupil and also provide 

one piece of improvement feedback. Pupils are aiming to respond positively to the feedback stating what they will do in final performance to be even better. 

Parent Assembly Welcome (Key messages) – Student Mentors could deliver this welcome and introduction. 

Welcome to Summer School. We would like to share with you the amazing learning journey all the children have been on over the past week(s). 

pupils have been working on the skills that will help them be happy, successful learners who can’t wait to come to school every day. These are….. 

At our school you don’t have to be a great mathematician or fantastic writer to be a great learner. We value effort, determination to overcome challenges and .... This week 

the pupils have been practising and developing these skills through physical activities and classroom based literacy and numeracy challenges. They will now show you the 

amazing journey they have been on and the progress they have made.  






























































